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Abasract:  

Pragmatics, a rarely explored area in language teaching, offers the necessary competencies for an 

understanding and interpretation of the meaning beyond words. The current study aimed to identify 

the effectiveness of using advertisements in language teaching to enhance students’ pragmatic 

language skills by exploring their opinions and observing their progress. A descriptive-analytical 

research method was implemented and the researcher made use of a questionnaire consisting of 14 

items to generate the participants views about the effect of advertising in the Department of 

Languages and Translation, Northern Border University, Kingdom of Saudi Arabia, to explore the 

use of advertisements as a tool to enhance the pragmatic language skills of 70 female first-year 

English as a foreign language student studying language skills.  All aspects of this research led us 

to the usefulness of advertisement in EFL classroom teaching.  This study results proved that 

advertisements can be used as a promising instructional approach with maximum possibilities to 

enhance the English Language Development and the development of Pragmatic skills. The 

research recommended paying much attention to the value of advertisement in the teaching and 

learning process.  
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Introduction 

The global education system is developing rapidly, and the current focus on language 

teaching is not only on teaching grammar and basic language skills but also the expectation that 

students and teachers must make the transition from traditional methods of teaching to novel 

teaching methods and the acquisition of language knowledge and pragmatic language skills. These 

are necessary requirements for the job market today. Thus, the incorporation of essential skills in 

language teaching is mandatory to enhance core skills.   

Pragmatic language skills incorporate a large range of core life and communication skills, 

which are obligatory if students comprehend, construct and convey messages accurately and 

appropriately in different situations. According to Barron (2003), pragmatic competence refers to 

a component of communicative competence and includes speech acts and speech functions, 

together with the appropriate use of language in context. Specifically, pragmatics incorporates 

intercultural in the context of English as a Foreign Language (EFL). Pragmatic knowledge includes 

functional, lexical, and sociolinguistic knowledge. Individuals with pragmatic language skills are 

thought to have significant levels of structural and practical ability; they can interact with others 

confidently, smoothly, fluently, rationally, coherently, consistently, and correctly. In addition, 

pragmatic competence enhances the critical thinking skills of individuals. 

It is important for students to be familiar with the social use of language as a means of 

enhancing their communication skills since pragmatic competence is a crucial component of 

effective communication and assists with the expression of inner feelings, ideas, and thoughts, and 

it helps with an understanding of the communicative purpose of others and avoiding 

misinterpretation, verbally and non-verbally. If students understand and are familiar with how to 

use language appropriately and effectively in a social context, they can develop and maintain sound 

interpersonal relationships.  

 

Literature Review 

Pragmatics in EL Classes 

The study of pragmatics reconnoiters the ability of language users to understand utterances 

and match them to different situations. The aim of teaching pragmatics is to enable learners to use 

the language appropriately according to the situations they encounter. Teaching pragmatic 

language is thought to be invaluable in the language teaching classroom (Bardovi-Harlig, 1996). 

The ultimate aim of which is to help students to become familiar with pragmatic devices and 

practice English language learning. This type of teaching sustains the interest of learners, 

motivating them to engage in increased participation and interaction in the classroom. 

 

Pragmatic Language Skills 

Linguistic knowledge of the language is important for understanding the dynamic process 

of language.  The study of pragmatic language skills has captured people’s attention and shown 

the importance of language teaching. English language learners need to explore different areas of 

language with the same accuracy and frequency. Understanding the semantic concepts expected 

by semantic experts has become the need of the hour. The term, pragmatics, has been distinguished 

and defined in various ways by researchers.  

A learner's pragmatic competence is described by Kasper and Blum-Kulka (1993) as the 

usage and acquisition of linguistic action patterns in a second language by a non-native speaker. 

Expertise in pragmatics is necessary for efficient communication, according to Crystal (1995). The 
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social context of communication is a component of interpretation since context carries information 

as well as meaning. Pragmatics embraces the constructs of communicative and social competence. 

Therefore, a learner’s pragmatic knowledge of what is said and understood during a conversation 

helps them to understand what to say, as well as how, where, and when to speak. When teaching 

pragmatics, the primary concern is not only to ensure that students understand grammatical 

accuracy but also that they are taught how to handle language appropriately and naturally in 

different contexts. 

  

Pragmatic Language Skills and English as a Foreign Language  

Dewey (1938) suggested that individuals do not learn from an experience; instead, they 

learn by reflecting on the experience. Language skills do not occur separately during a 

communicative event. The activity always reflects the learner’s knowledge; therefore, it is 

important to enhance a learner’s language and pragmatic skills by designing and implementing 

appropriate exercises and activities that are supported by appropriate material. Quite a lot of 

exercises rubrics and activities are available online for developing and enhancing awareness of 

pragmatic language skills in learners.  

Effective linguistic use is required in addition to using or adapting appropriate acts of 

speech in accordance with the situation in order to utilize appropriate acts of speech (Cenzo, 2007). 

While sociopragmatics refers to an understanding of the language that is used most frequently in 

social contexts, pragmatics is the study of how to understand the intention behind acts of speech 

and the linguistic components utilized to convey it (Leech, 1983; Thomas, 1983). Being aware of 

the crucial role that sociopragmatic competence plays in communication is crucial since the misuse 

of sociopragmatic traits results in misunderstandings.  

Eslami, et. al. (2015) investigated two types of form-focused instruction on the acquisition 

of requests to determine the effectiveness of pragmatic instruction through asynchronous computer 

mediated communication. Quantitative and qualitative analysis were used to determine the impact 

of instructional methods on EFL learners' pragmatic competence. Both treatment groups 

significantly improved, outperforming the control group. However, the explicit group performed 

significantly better than the implicit group on both the DCT and email communication measures. 

These findings are discussed with implications for using technology to teach and learn pragmatics. 

Youn (2015) explored the validity of assessing L2 pragmatics in interaction using mixed methods, 

focusing on the evaluation inference. Open role-plays that are meaningful and relevant to the 

stakeholders in an English for Academic Purposes context were developed for classroom 

assessment. The conversation analysis performed on the data revealed various pragmatic and 

interactional features indicative of differing levels of pragmatic competence in interaction. The 

FACETS analysis indicated that the role-plays stably differentiated between the varying degrees 

of the 102 examinees’ pragmatic abilities. The findings served as backing for the evaluation 

inference in the validity argument. 

 

The Use of Advertisement Mediums 

The use of advertising mediums to teach pragmatics makes natural language possible in 

pragmatics and language teaching classrooms. Teachers must identify suitable diversified 

culturally rich materials and provide students with these according to their abilities and interests. 

Teaching aids include films, television news, newspaper articles, advertisements on television and 
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in newspapers, talk shows, video clips, game shows, documentaries, reality shows, cartoons, 

television series, and, sports shows.  

 Advertising has the potential to inject real life into the classroom and raise students' 

knowledge of pragmatic language because using textbooks alone cannot imitate real-world 

scenarios. Through the development of their ability to comprehend and act in the target language, 

teachers can be able to support students' learning processes and ensure that they become competent 

communicators. The use of advertisements in teaching pragmatics is a new strategy, and it is also 

an easy way in which teachers can help students. Therefore, teachers should concentrate on 

innovative techniques that enable learners to communicate effectively. Advertising mediums help 

learners to perceive and understand target language forms in the actual environment. In this way, 

natural language is studied using an experiential approach rather than through a simplistic 

presentation of language; in addition, the paralinguistic elements are internalized more easily since 

learners make mental linkages while observing and relating. In other words, advertisements are a 

rich source of naturally occurring inputs, which expose learners to a wide variety of settings, and 

sometimes via a single image. Learning from any advertising type, especially visuals facilitates 

the ability of students to acquire and interpret information (Tanaka, 2005).    

The ability to deal with the complex interplay of language is considered to constitute 

pragmatic competence. The speaker and hearer understand each other’s actions through verbal and 

nonverbal signals, which relate to the sociocultural context (Lo Castro, 2003). During precise 

interactions in a specific context, pragmatic competence is reflected in an individual’s knowledge 

of the language, language norms, and social conventions and their ability to use this knowledge in 

a real situation. 

Pragmatics' intricacy prevents language learners from easily learning it because it involves 

more than just concentrating on words. Adult language learners are proficient in pragmatics in 

their native language or mother tongue, thus even when pragmatics principles are introduced for 

the first time, they are simple to understand. Thus, pragmatics is not an optional part of language 

learning; it should be an obligatory component of language learning textbooks and syllabi 

(Harwood, 2014). 

Innovative ways of including pragmatics in language classrooms have been explored 

(Bardovi-Harlig & Mahan-Taylor, Sykes & Cohen, 2006; Ishihara & Cohen, 2010; Houck & 

Tatsuki, 2011), and these have included the use of teachers’ guides, online resources, and ready-

made lesson plans related to pragmatics teaching in language classrooms. Advertisements provide 

an opportunity and space for pragmatics teaching by exemplifying ways of incorporating key 

elements of pragmatics in language teaching classrooms. Cohen and Ishihara (2012), proposed that 

the teaching tips inbuilt into these resources included (1) methods to raise awareness of 

pragmalinguistic forms and sociocultural norms of interaction among language learners, (2) 

methods to provide metapragmatic opportunities in which learners can reflect on cross-cultural 

differences and their understanding of pragmatics and (3) ways to motivate language learners to 

observe and understand the rules of pragmatics.  

During the 1990s, a high proportion of studies in this area revealed that most aspects of 

pragmatics are teachable. Vygotsky (1978) evaluated the effectiveness of a variety of instructional 

methods, including explicit and implicit teaching, input- and output-based instruction, skill 

acquisition and practice, metapragmatic discussion, and teaching within the Zone of Proximal 

Development.  
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In seeking to explain the role of pragmatics knowledge, researchers have focused on cross-

cultural differences in the use of language and the challenges encountered by second language 

learners. Al-ali, 2006, Al-Khatib,2001, Vergaro,2004 ). The use of advertisements in language 

teaching is not a widely used strategy in language teaching, compared with other materials. Books 

on advertisements and their classification and the visual language of advertisements have created 

a new array of language-teaching strategies in relation to advertisements in language-teaching 

classrooms (Bruthiaux, 1996,  Cook., 1992, Forceville, 1996, Goddard, 1998, Tanaka, 1994). 

It has been proposed that advertisements are valuable resources for language awareness 

(Cook, 1992; Leech, 1996). McCarthy and Carter (1994) observed that ‘advertisements are a 

valuable source of habits, customs and social behavior[,] the knowledge of which takes place 

through learning about language; namely, through discourse analysis’ (p. 150); thus, 

advertisements contribute to the dynamic process of learning about language use by enhancing 

language awareness and developing the pragmalinguistic and sociopragmatic competence of 

students. 

Cook (2001) states that the language employed in advertisements is pervasive and serves to 

persuade viewers to purchase things. Advertisements target specific consumers (e.g. male or 

female). In addition, the language used in advertisements is selected to establish trust, goodwill, 

and other relevant components to convince consumers to buy the product. Thus, advertisements 

have become an integral part of life. They are everywhere—on roads, the Internet, television, radio, 

newspapers, magazines, and public transport systems (i.e. buses, taxis, trains, and planes). 

Aprisnindianningrum, et. al. (2015) developed a teaching and learning media by using 

advertisements focused on English written magazine and to find the meaning of figurative 

language use in advertisements as it is important for foreign language education. This research 

applied Dijk’s (1997) Model Analysis consisting Macro structure, Super structure and Micro 

structure. But then, this research was only focused on Macro structure or known as Macro Function 

Analysis to analyze the beauty product advertisements. the researcher started to analyze the verbal 

language (language expressions) which includes words, phrases and sentences. Then, it was 

continued by analyzing the non verbal language covering the pictures, facial expressions, gestures 

and colors of beauty product advertisements to interpret the meaning or message. Afterward, the 

meaning or the message of the advertisements are investigated from connecting the relationship 

between verbal and non verbal languages comprised in the advertisements. 

Following a review of the literature on the use of advertisements to enhance pragmatic 

language learning, there was evidence that studies have explored the importance of developing 

target language pragmatic competence to improve second language skills proficiency.  The latest 

research in the field of pragmatic competence has proved that there is a need to teach pragmatic 

competence to students to develop language use and knowledge of how and when to be polite, 

casual, or authoritative. The acquisition, through teaching, of natural language use, empowers 

students to communicate effectively and sustain the flow of the conversation without hesitation, 

while avoiding misunderstanding. Many strategies are available to improve the pragmatic 

language skills of students and enhance their conversational abilities in social situations, and the 

use of advertisements in pragmatic skills teaching has been identified to be an effective method of 

developing pragmatic language skills. Many students have difficulty with certain aspects of 

pragmatic language; thus, the use of advertisements in teaching language skills assists with 

realistically developing the pragmatic language skills of EFL learners. 
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The Research Problem  

  In order to pursue higher education, one must have English language competency in 

addition to meeting the requirements of employers in the global labor market. Each person plays 

a particular role in communication with others, and depending on the circumstance, each person 

communicates in a different way. If connections are to be established and maintained through 

communication, clear and effective communication is essential, therefore acquiring an awareness 

of pragmatics and having pragmatic knowledge is required. The acquisition of competence in 

pragmatics requires effort from both teachers and students. To develop pragmatic competence and 

awareness of pragmatic language skills, opportunities, authentic innovative materials, and 

methodologies are needed. One such teaching-learning opportunity involves the use of 

advertisements, which are thought to provide opportunities for meaningful practice during 

classroom teaching and maximize the pragmatic competence of students.  

Meaningful opportunities should be met by providing new materials and methods to 

enhance the intercultural competence of students (Derakhshan & Arabmofrad, 2018). Thus, the 

current study explored whether the incorporation of advertisements in EFL classroom teaching 

would create awareness among the students of the importance of pragmatic competence and 

accelerate their skills in this regard (Derakhshan & Arabmofrad, 2018). Pragmatics is rarely taught 

explicitly, like other language skills thus, in the current study, an evaluation was performed to 

determine whether the use of advertising enhanced pragmatic competence in EFL students and 

was effective in engaging them in learning. 

In contrast to other studies, this study focused mainly on evaluating the impact of 

advertisements in literature and language instruction, the current study's main objective was to 

examine if using advertisements may help English language students at Northern Border 

University (NBU), Kingdom of Saudi Arabia's Women Division, enhance their pragmatics 

proficiency. This study intended to fill this gap by exploring the use of advertisements as a teaching 

tool to enhance the integration of pragmatic skills in the language skills class at the Department of 

Languages and Translation at Northern Border University. This study intended to find evidence 

that using advertising mediums could benefit students' pragmatic language skills. It was 

anticipated that it would shed light on how language teachers could use commercial advertisements 

to improve their pupils' language and other core skills. 

The current study was to determine the effectiveness of the use of advertisements in 

language teaching to enhance students’ pragmatic language skills by exploring their opinions and 

observing their progress.  

With this in mind, the following research question was devised: 

1. What is the effectiveness of using advertisement in developing pragmatics skills? 

Consequently, the following sub-questions were raised as follows for enabling deep 

statistical analysis  of the results attained. Each question  tackles a point in the questionnaire: 

1. What is the effectiveness of using advertisement in developing communication skills? 

2. What is the effectiveness of using advertisement in developing creative thinking skills? 

3. What is the effectiveness of using advertisement in developing vocabulary acquisition 

skills? 

4. What is the effectiveness of using advertisement in developing ability to pose and respond 

to questions? 

5. What is the effectiveness of using advertisement in developing ability to infer meaning 

and respond to questions accordingly? 
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6. What is the effectiveness of using advertisement in developing motivation to participate in 

classroom activities? 

7. What is the effectiveness of using advertisement in developing ability to predict information 

and respond accordingly? 

8. What is the effectiveness of using advertisement in developing understanding of cultural 

diversity? 

9. What is the effectiveness of using advertisement in developing understanding of how to ask 

an offer and help appropriately? 

10. What is the effectiveness of using advertisement in developing enhanced understanding of 

cultural diversity? 

11. What is the effectiveness of using advertisement in developing the ability to respond 

expressively? 

12. What is the effectiveness of using advertisement in developing the ability to take turns 

during discussions? 

13. What is the effectiveness of using advertisement in developing understanding of how to 

avoid repetition and irrelevant information? 

14. What is the effectiveness of using advertisement in developing the ability to concentrate? 

15. What is the effectiveness of using advertisement in developing the ability to introduce and 

maintain a topic during presentations and interactions? 

 

Method 

The study used the descriptive, analytical method. According to the study's aim, the data 

were analyzed to provide a thorough knowledge of the efficacy of using advertisements to improve 

the pragmatic language abilities of university students in their first year.  

 

Participants 

The study population consisted of 70 female first-year students majoring in languages and 

translation at the College of Language and Translation, Northern Border University, Kingdom of 

Saudi Arabia with a focus on the first and second terms of the academic year 2020–2021. The 

participants were only females due to the educational system in Saudi Arabia as males and females 

are not studying together, but in separate colleges. The participants were selected randomly using 

the distribution formula in the SPSS software in order to ensure homogeneity of the participants. 

More specifically, the researcher initially identified the sampling frame, namely a list of all 

members of a population, then using SPSS the numbers of the participants were selected to 

represent the study sample. 

 

Procedures 

 For accomplishing the purpose of, the researcher firstly delimited the research problem and 

the most viable solution in light of a number of indicators. The available literature was reviewed 

thoroughly for identifying the research gap and to formulate the research instruments.  The 

research instruments were submitted to the jury to verify their validity. The reliability of 

instruments was identified. The instruments were administered to the participants and the data 

obtained were statistically analyzed. The research results and conclusions were attained.  
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Study Instruments 

 Based on the previous studies and the literature available,  a questionnaire was developed 

assessing the participants’ views concerning the usage of advertisement for developing the EFL 

learners’ pragmatic skills. The questionnaire consists of fifteen items and participants’ responses 

ranged among “agree – have no idea – disagree”. The questionnaire was submitted to the jury 

members to assess its validity. The participants were required to give their feedback concerning 

the suitability of the items and the items suitability for the participants.  The reliability of the 

questionnaire was calculated using Cronbach alpha (0.78) which is a higher degree of reliability 

indicating that the questionnaire is ready to be administered to the study participants see appendix 

(A). Furthermore, for providing accurate results, the researcher made use of observation as an 

indicator to be used in verifying the participants’ usage of advertisement and their effect on their 

development of pragmatics skills in English language.  

 

Results and Discussion  

First: Data Obtained from Observation  

Due to the Covid 19 pandemic prohibitions preventing in-person attendance, the language 

instruction was delivered online. As a result, the teachers were unable to see the students' nonverbal 

communication in the classroom because there was no video/camera option there. The students 

were given a brief, structured feedback form to complete after each unit test to assess the success 

of the chosen approach. The students had the chance to discuss their degrees of motivation, interest, 

and self-assurance. Which of the tools listed below helped you feel at ease and understand topics 

efficiently, according to the following question? Print and digital advertisements, lecture handouts, 

books, and worksheets were among the options.  

In other words, for answering the first research question “What is the effectiveness of using 

advertisement in developing pragmatics skills?”, it was tackled as follows. The first and second 

terms of the 2020–2021 academic year served as the evaluation periods. Only 6% of the students 

in term one indicated that they favored the use of worksheets for language learning; they claimed 

that they lacked fundamental language abilities and were afraid to participate in activities. Their 

main priority was passing the year-end exams (Table one, Figure one). The majority of students 

thought using visual advertisement medium as a teaching approach was better and that it was a 

good idea. They claimed that visual advertisement mediums had boosted their self-confidence and 

communication abilities. They concurred that learning acts of speech had a positive effect on their 

ability to communicate. 

Table (1):  Structured feedback from the first two terms of the 2020–2021 academic year 

Statement 

No. 
Year/Term 

No. of 

Students 

Responses 

Advertisements 

(Print and 

Visual) 

Lecture 

Handouts 
Textbooks Worksheets 

1 
2020–2021 

(1) 
35 33 0 0 2 

2 
2020–2021 

(2) 
35 34 0 0 1 
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Figure 1. An illustration of the structured feedback obtained for Term 1 of the 2020–2021 

academic year 

Second: Data Obtained from the Questionnaire   

Only two of the 70 students disagreed with the statement in the figure above, which shows 

that sixty-eight of them thought using advertising had improved their understanding of various 

forms of communication. The students' responses were based on their knowledge of the visual and 

printed advertising mediums as well as their observations of other students' behavior while taking 

an online course. Overall, both printed and visual advertisements helped most students 

comprehend speakers' intentions better (Figure one). 

Questionnaire  

Fifteen questions were included in a questionnaire given to the students to gauge their 

perspectives on the use of advertising to supplement language instruction and gauge their level of 

satisfaction with this strategy (Appendix: 1). 

Question 1: Communication Skills  

For addressing the research first sub-question stating “What is the effectiveness of using 

advertisement in developing communication skills?”. The participants’ responses to the 

questionnaire were statistically analyzed using frequencies and statistical mean. The results 

attained are illustrated in the following graph.  

 

 
Figure 2. An illustration of the responses to statement No. 1 in the questionnaire: ‘I was able to 

improve my communication abilities by using advertisement mediums 
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The above figure shows that out of 70 students, 68 were in agreement that using advertising 

had improved their communication abilities; only two students disagreed with this statement.  

Question 2: Creative Thinking 

For addressing the research first sub-question stating “What is the effectiveness of using 

advertisement in developing creative thinking skills?”. The participants’ responses to the 

questionnaire were statistically analyzed using frequencies and statistical mean. The results 

attained are illustrated in the following graph.  

 
Figure 3. An illustration of the responses to statement No. 2 in the questionnaire: ‘I learned to 

think creatively by using advertising medium’ 

The above figure shows that sixty-eight students agreed with the assertion that using 

advertising helped them improve their capacity for creative thought. Only two students disagreed 

with the statement (Figure 3). 

Question 3: Vocabulary Acquisition 

For addressing the research first sub-question stating “What is the effectiveness of using 

advertisement in developing vocabulary acquisition skills?”. The participants’ responses to the 

questionnaire were statistically analyzed using frequencies and statistical mean. The results 

attained are illustrated in the following graph.  

.   

Figure 4. An illustration of the responses to statement No. 3 in the questionnaire: ‘I learned new 

vocabulary items with the use of advertisement medium’ 
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The above figure shows that out of 70 students, 69 of them concurred that reading 

commercial slogans improved their grasp of unfamiliar phrases. One student said no idea, but none 

of the other students disagreed.  

Question 4: Ability to Pose and Respond to Questions 

For addressing the research first sub-question stating “What is the effectiveness of using 

advertisement in developing ability to pose and respond to questions?”. The participants’ 

responses to the questionnaire were statistically analyzed using frequencies and statistical mean. 

The results attained are illustrated in the following graph.  

 

 
Figure 5. An illustration of the responses to statement No. 4 in the questionnaire: ‘I learned how 

to ask and answer questions through the use of advertisements 

Sixty-seven students agreed that commercials enabled them to use the language effectively 

after interacting with teachers and their peers in class and participating in group projects. Only two 

students disagreed with this statement.  

Question 5: Ability to Infer Meaning and Respond to Questions Accordingly 

For addressing the research first sub-question stating “What is the effectiveness of using 

advertisement in developing ability to infer meaning and respond to questions accordingly?”. The 

participants’ responses to the questionnaire were statistically analyzed using frequencies and 

statistical mean. The results attained are illustrated in the following graph.  

 

 
Figure 6. An illustration of the responses to statement No. 5 in the questionnaire: ‘I gained 

knowledge about how to interpret the questions and give answers that fit the situation through 

the use of advertising mediums 
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Sixty-seven students out of the 70 students that participated felt that advertisements 

helped them infer meaning while speaking with others. Two others indicated they had no idea, 

and one student disagreed. In Figure 6 

Question 6: Motivation to Participate in Classroom Activities  

For addressing the research first sub-question stating “What is the effectiveness of using 

advertisement in developing motivation to participate in classroom activities?”. The participants’ 

responses to the questionnaire were statistically analyzed using frequencies and statistical mean. 

The results attained are illustrated in the following graph.  

  
Figure 7. An illustration of the responses to statement No. 6 in the questionnaire: ‘The use of 

advertisements, a new technique for students in language learning, motivated me to participate in 

classroom activities’ 

The majority of students agreed that using advertisements, a novel method in their language 

learning, encouraged them to participate in class activities (Figure 7). 

Question 7: Ability to Predict Information and Respond Accordingly 

For addressing the research first sub-question stating “What is the effectiveness of using 

advertisement in developing ability to predict information and respond accordingly?”. The 

participants’ responses to the questionnaire were statistically analyzed using frequencies and 

statistical mean. The results attained are illustrated in the following graph.  

 
 

Figure 8. An illustration of the responses to statement No. 7 in the questionnaire: ‘Through the 

use of advertising mediums, I am able to predict information and react properly’ 
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Most of the students agreed that advertisements enhanced their ability to predict the 

meaning of new words and phrases. In Figure 8. 

Question 8: Enhanced Understanding of Cultural Diversity 

For addressing the research first sub-question stating “What is the effectiveness of using 

advertisement in developing understanding of cultural diversity?”. The participants’ responses to 

the questionnaire were statistically analyzed using frequencies and statistical mean. The results 

attained are illustrated in the following graph.  

 
 

Figure 9. An illustration of the responses to statement No. 8 in the questionnaire: ‘The 

employment of advertisement mediums enhanced my knowledge of cultural diversities 

 

Following exposure to advertisement mediums, the majority of students had a better 

understanding of cultural diversity (Figure 9). 

 

Question 9: Understanding of how to ask an offer and help appropriately 

For addressing the research first sub-question stating “What is the effectiveness of using 

advertisement in developing understanding of how to ask an offer and help appropriately?”. The 

participants’ responses to the questionnaire were statistically analyzed using frequencies and 

statistical mean. The results attained are illustrated in the following graph.  

 
 

Figure 10. An illustration of the responses to statement No. 9 in the questionnaire: ‘Through the 

use of advertising mediums, I acquired the skills necessary to politely request and offer support 
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Out of 70 students, 67 felt that advertisement medium had aided in their understanding of 

how to ask for and provide help responsibly. Three students had no opinion, but none of them 

disagreed with this conclusion (Figure 10). 

Question 10: The ability to Respond Expressively 

For addressing the research first sub-question stating “What is the effectiveness of using 

advertisement in developing the ability to respond expressively?”. The participants’ responses to 

the questionnaire were statistically analyzed using frequencies and statistical mean. The results 

attained are illustrated in the following graph.  

 
Figure 11. An illustration of the responses to statement No. 10 in the questionnaire: ‘I learned how 

to use an acceptable expression in the right situations through using advertising mediums’ 

As with the last response, 67 students agreed that the advertising had helped them learn how to 

express themselves in their responses. One did not disagree, and only three of them indicated they 

had no idea. 

Question 11: The Ability to Take Turns During Discussions 

For addressing the research first sub-question stating “What is the effectiveness of using 

advertisement in developing the ability to take turns during discussions?”. The participants’ 

responses to the questionnaire were statistically analyzed using frequencies and statistical mean. 

The results attained are illustrated in the following graph.  

 
Figure 12. An illustration of the responses to statement No. 11 in the questionnaire: ‘Using the 

appropriate expressions during the talk was something I picked up from watching advertisements 
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Most of the students agreed that using advertisement mediums improved their ability to 

pick up on subtleties in conversations and take turns during normal conversations and discussions 

(Figure 12). 

 

Question 12: Understanding of How to Speak According to the Situation and Person 

For addressing the research first sub-question stating “What is the effectiveness of using 

advertisement in developing understanding of how to speak according to the situation and 

person?”. The participants’ responses to the questionnaire were statistically analyzed using 

frequencies and statistical mean. The results attained are illustrated in the following graph.  

 

 
Figure 13. An illustration of the responses to statement No. 12 in the questionnaire: ‘I learned how 

to communicate appropriately by using advertising, depending on the context and the listener 

Additionally, the majority of students concurred that engaging in classroom activities and 

exposure to advertisement mediums as part of the language learning process helped them grasp 

how to speak in a variety of contexts and with different people (Figure 13). 

Question 13: Understanding of How to Avoid Repetition and Irrelevant Information 

For addressing the research first sub-question stating “What is the effectiveness of using 

advertisement in developing understanding of how to avoid repetition and irrelevant 

information?”. The participants’ responses to the questionnaire were statistically analyzed using 

frequencies and statistical mean. The results attained are illustrated in the following graph.  

 
Figure 14. An illustration of the responses to statement No. 13 in the questionnaire: ‘I learned 

the technique to prevent redundancy and irrelevant information by using advertisement 

mediums’ 
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The students concurred that being exposed to advertising mediums gave them better 

insight into how to prevent repetition and unnecessary or useless content (Figure 14). 

Almost all of the students concurred that advertisement mediums helped them learn how to 

eliminate repetition and extraneous material (Figure 14). 

Question 14: Ability to Concentrate 

For addressing the research first sub-question stating “What is the effectiveness of using 

advertisement in developing the ability to concentrate?”. The participants’ responses to the 

questionnaire were statistically analyzed using frequencies and statistical mean. The results 

attained are illustrated in the following graph.  

 
Figure 15. An illustration of the responses to statement No. 14 in the questionnaire: ‘The use of 

advertising enhanced my ability to concentrate 

Almost all of the students in the class concurred that seeing advertising mediums helped 

them to enhance their concentration (Figure 14). 

Question 15: Ability to Introduce and Maintain a Topic during Presentations and Interactions 

For addressing the research first sub-question stating “15. What is the effectiveness of using 

advertisement in developing the ability to introduce and maintain a topic during presentations and 

interactions?”. The participants’ responses to the questionnaire were statistically analyzed using 

frequencies and statistical mean. The results attained are illustrated in the following graph.  

 
Figure 16. An illustration of the responses to statement No. 15 in the questionnaire: ‘I learned 

how to initiate and keep a topic going during presentations and conversations by using 

advertisement mediums’ 
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The majority of students said that using advertisement mediums in class helped them 

better comprehend the subtleties of presentation and interaction (Figure 16). 

Consequently, the total results of the research revealed that the usage of advertisement in 

the EFL classes has a considerable effectiveness in developing the EFL learners’ pragmatics 

skills addressed in the present research. Thus, it is concluded that using advertisement is an 

effective strategy in developing the EFL majors pragmatic skills.  

 

Conclusion 
The goal of the current study was to investigate if advertisement mediums may be used as 

an aid to help female, first-year university English language learners become more pragmatic 

language users. Students' proficiency in language-related tasks improved after being exposed to 

the usage of advertisements as a language tool. Despite the rigor of the culture around studying, 

the students improved their interpersonal skills by participating in events and group projects. They 

also helped one another whenever they were given assignments. It was difficult and time-

consuming to choose relevant advertisements to plan appropriate events, nevertheless, given the 

added workload involved. The use of advertisements for language learning was advantageous 

because (1) they were a useful tool for use in online classes and helped the students be enthusiastic 

about learning, (2) they facilitated interactions between the students and helped them overcome 

their fear of speaking with the teacher or in front of others, (3) they helped with the development 

of creative thinking, (4) they improved concentration levels, and (5) they allowed the students to 

learn from their classmates through peer-to-peer learning. The disadvantages of using 

advertisements were identified as follows: (1) the identification of suitable advertisements for 

language learning was time-consuming; (2) there was a lack of student participation in classroom 

interactions and activities; (3) it was difficult to determine the extent to which students’ attention 

was engaged and the degree to which they learned from the advertisement materials provided; (4) 

for any given activity, it was difficult to establish if all the students completed the work or relied 

on their friends and (5) the teacher had to exercise caution and discretion in the selection of 

appropriate advertising materials. 

 

Limitations of the Study 
 Despite of the robust results attained in the current research, the results of the present 

research was limited to the female students only. If the scope of the study was wide enough to 

include males, it would provide more fruitful results. Holding a comparison between males and 

females performance would create another point of uniqueness for the present study.  
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Appendix (A) 

Table 2. An illustration of the responses by students to the questionnaire  

Item 

No. 

Learning Objectives Agr

ee 

Disagr

ee 

No 

Idea 

1 I was able to improve my communication abilities by using 

advertisement mediums. 

68 0 2 

2 I learned to think creatively by using advertising medium 68 0 2 

3 I learned new vocabulary items with the use of advertisement 

medium. 

69 0 1 

4 I learned how to ask and answer questions through the use of 

advertisements. 

67 0 3 

5 I gained knowledge about how to interpret the questions and 

give answers that fit the situation through the use of advertising 

mediums. 

67 1 2 

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/S0889-4906(03)00003-6
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6 The use of advertising mediums motivates me to participate in 

class activities, which is a new method of instruction for me.  

69 0 1 

7 Through the use of advertising mediums, I am able to predict 

information and react properly.  

67 0 3 

8 The employment of advertisement mediums enhanced my 

knowledge of cultural diversities. 

67 1 3 

9 Through the use of advertising mediums, I acquired the skills 

necessary to politely request and offer support.  

67 0 3 

10 I learned how to use an acceptable expression in the right 

situations through using advertising mediums. 

67 0 3 

11 Using the appropriate expressions during the talk was 

something I picked up from watching advertisements. 

68 0 2 

12 I learned how to communicate appropriately by using 

advertising, depending on the context and the listener. 

67 0 3 

13 I learned the technique to prevent redundancy and irrelevant 

information by using advertisement mediums. 

67 0 3 

14 The use of advertising enhanced my ability to concentrate. 68 0 2 

15 I learned how to initiate and keep a topic going during 

presentations and conversations by using advertisement 

mediums. 

68 0 2 

 


